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COMMUNICATION-CONSTRAINED INFERENCE

• Users make independent (discrete) measurements

• The server want to perform statistical inference on the data

• Alas, each user can only communicate a few bits!

How can the users enable inference at the server under these

communication constraints?
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NOW... “SHARED RANDOMNESS”?

Users choose (randomized) mappings W1, . . . , Wn : X → {0, 1}`:

user i observes Xi, and sends Wi(Xi) to the server.

• Private-Coin: W1, . . . , Wn are independently randomized

• Public-Coin: W1, . . . , Wn are jointly randomized (the users

share a common random seed)

(In both cases, the Wi’s are independent of the observations

X1, . . . , Xn)

Do public coins help reducing the sample complexity?

BUT WHAT DO YOU INFER?

Two fundamental statistical questions: given i.i.d. measurements

from a k-ary distribution p,

Distribution learning (density estimation)

Form estimate p̂ such that `1(p, p̂) ≤ ε.

Identity testing (goodness-of-fit)

Given known q, test H0 : p = q vs. H1 : `1(p, q) > ε

Some of our results also apply to any inference task we know how

to perform in the non-distributed setting.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Unknown k-ary distribution p, only `� log2 k of communication

per user, non interactive.

Theorem (Learning). We give a private-coin protocol with n =
O(k2/(2`ε2)) users.

Theorem (Private-Coin Testing). We give a private-coin protocol

with n = O(k3/2/(2`ε2)) users.

Both are optimal! But. . . public coins help (for testing):

Theorem (Public-Coin Testing). We give a public-coin protocol

with n = O(k/(2`/2ε2)) users.

We also have a general private-coin simulation theorem:

Theorem (Informal). Any inference task with non-distributed

sample complexity m can be performed by a private-coin protocol

with n = O(k/2` ·m) users.

DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION

Given `-bit messages from the users, can the server simulate

samples from p?

Theorem (Yes). We give a private-coin protocol with n = O(k/2`)
users for this simulation task.

Algorithm 1 Distributed Simulation for ` = 1: basic version
Require: n = 2k users each with an i.i.d. sample from p

1: for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do

2: users 2i− 1 and 2i send one bit: whether their sample is i.

3: end for

4: Server receives these n = 2k bits M1, . . . , Mn.

5: if exactly one of the bits M1, M3, . . . , M2k−1 is equal to one, say M2i−1,

and the corresponding bit M2i is zero, then Server outputs X̂ = i;

6: else Server outputs⊥ (abort).

7: end if

MINIMALLY CONTRACTING HASHING

Using public coins, reduce domain size from k to L := 2`

while “preserving” distances b/w probability distributions.

Algorithm 2 `-bit public-coin protocol for uniformity testing.
Require: ε ∈ (0, 1), n users each with an i.i.d. sample from p

1: Users use independent public coins to sample a random partition

(S1, . . . , SL) of [k] with equal-sized parts.

2: Upon observing the sample Xj , user j sends Mj ←
∑L

b=1 b1[Xj ∈ Sb]
(which part the sample fell in) . log2 L = ` bits

3: Server obtains n independent samples from p′ := (p(S1), . . . , p(SL))
on [L] and tests if p′ is uL or (ε/

√
L)-far from uniform in `2 . Uses a

non-distributed `2 test

4: Server outputs what the `2 test outputs.


